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A. Introduction 

 
Set out below are the the Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council, Cowichan Tribes, Gitanyow First Nation, 
Homalcow First Nation and B.C. First Nations Clean Energy Working Group (“Collective First 
Nations”) comments (“Comments”) on the submissions made by various interveners on the British 
Columbia Utilities Commission’s Indigenous Utilities Regulatory Inquiry (“Inquiry”) Draft 
Report dated November 1, 2019 (“Draft Report”) including the proposed recommendations 
(“Recommendations”). 
 
The Collective First Nations are not commenting on all portions of these submissions and this 
selective approach is not to be taken as acceptance or rejection of any part of a submission. 
 

B. Flintoff 
 
Flintoff’s comments under the headings “1.1.1 Paramountcy”, “1.1.2 Municipal Exclusion” and 
“1.2 Exclusion vs Exemptions” are predicated on First Nations that own or control public utilities 
submitting to the jurisdiction of British Columbia Utilities Commission (“BCUC”) and then 
applying for an exemption. This approach completely ignores the existing legal rights of First 
Nation’s under federal legislation e.g. First Nations Land Management Act, Indian Act, treaties of 
all description and common law. A First Nation utility may be akin to an exempt municipal utility 
for the purposes of not being regulated by the BCUC but the corresponding legal status of First 
Nations and municipalities is very different.  As a result, Flintoffs approach has little to add to the 
discussion. 
 
Generally, Flintoff is very much in favour of maintaining the status quo and retaining the existing 
regulatory regime for Indigenous Utilities. This is not the way to recognize the need for 
reconciliation, First Nation’s right to self-determination and development and the need to create 
economic opportunities. It also overlooks the unregulated status of BC Hydro and the Fortis Group 
of companies’ (“Fortis”) Lower Mainland Gas Division in their formative years1.  
 

C. Kitselas Geothermal Inc. 
 
The Collective First Nations’ stated preference2 is that First Nation Utilities be 51% owned or 
controlled by First Nations. This is contrary to the Kitselas Geothermal Inc.’s response to 
Recommendation 143, which calls for a case-by-case adjudication of ownership structures by the 
BCUC. The Collective First Nations do no support this suggestion. First Nation Utilities should 
not become the means by which otherwise public utilities use to avoid regulation. The right of self-
determination contained in UN Universal Declaration of Indigenous Rights includes the right of 
First Nations to determine their own political status.  It is up to First Nations to define themselves 
and not the BCUC. 
 

                                                 
1 Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council, Cowichan Tribes, Gitanyow First Nation, Homalcow First Nation and B.C. First 
Nations Clean Energy Working Group Final Argument, October 4, 2019, page 8. 
2 Ibid, page 12 
3 KBIS Comments on Draft Report, Page 5  
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It is also suggested that4: 
 

“It is KBI’s positon that an Indigenous Utility should be able to serve energy to any 
customer residing within or outside the boundaries of the First Nation’s traditional 
territory to the maximum extent as limited by the capabilities of the Indigenous Utility, on 
the condition that the energy served is self-generated by the First Nation within their 
traditional territory and that it has an equal or lower environmental impact than the 
existing utility’s energy.” 

 
Collective First Nations have a number of difficulties with these suggestions. 
 
In its formative years, a First Nation utility should not be allowed to provide service in the 
traditional territory of another First Nation unless the First Nation that owns or controls the First 
Nation utility enters into an ownership or control arrangement with the First Nation whose 
traditional territory it is seeking to provide service within. Or if the First Nation has the consent of 
the First Nation whose territory they want to utilize for their utility 
 
Similarly, this type of arrangement should be used if the source of generation is best shared by two 
or more First Nations. The best generation site may be in the traditional territory of First Nation 
“A” but this First Nation may not need the output or the output may be too large for First Nation 
“A”. Joint development with the other First Nation may result in the desired economic outcome. 
 
The Collective First Nations do not understand why it is necessary to add the restriction that it 
have “an equal or lower environmental impact than the existing utility’s energy”. It would be very 
difficult to objectively determine this impact and: “Who would make this determination?” 
Certainly no one other than First Nations within their values.  It is a level of detail that is currently 
not necessary to address.  
 

D. Adams Lake First Nation and Beecher Bay First Nation 
 
The Collective First Nations agree with the submissions of the Adams Lake First Nation and 
Beecher Bay First Nation (“Adams and Beecher First Nations”). 
 
While a significant advance, the Recommendations for self-regulated First Nation Utilities are 
founded in traditional public utility regulation as envisaged by statutes like Utilities Commission 
Act. Perhaps this is a function of the question and answer format of the Terms of Reference5 but 
as suggested by the Adams and Beecher Bay First Nations6 the solution to the resulting narrow 
approach is for the Inquiry to acknowledge that its recommendations are the foundation for further 
government-to-government to dialogue between Indigenous First Nations and the provincial and 
federal governments. 

                                                 
4 Ibid, page 8 
5 Order in Council No. 108, dated March 11, 2019 Section 3(b). However the much broader Section 3(a) states: “the 
commission must advise on the appropriate nature and scope, if any, of the regulation of indigenous utilities.” The 
questions posed in Section 3(b) are adjunct to the broader direction in Section 3(a) 
6 Beecher Bay First Nation and Adams Lake First Nation, Comments on Draft Report dated March 6, 2020, 
paragraph 5, page 2 
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Additional work needs to be carried out on the details of the regulatory framework and this process 
must include full participation by First Nations. 
 
The Collective First Nations would add that this dialogue be expedited so that First Nations can 
take advantage of the economic opportunities that First Nation Utilities may provide. 
 
To paraphrase the Adams and Beecher Bay First Nations, the Inquiry must do more than merely 
carve out some space for First Nation Utilities. Generally, it must acknowledge the existence of 
First Nations’ rights and governance/jurisdiction as the keystone for self-regulation. 
 

E. Leq’a’:mel First Nation 
 
The Collective First Nations agree with the Leq’a’:mel First Nation submissions in response to the 
below question: 
  
 “Should the BCUC include the facilitation of economic opportunities for First Nations in 

its recommendations around a regulatory framework for Indigenous utilities? If so, how? 
 
In response to this question - the Leq’a’:mel First Nation state that that First Nation Utilities are 
relatively scarce and it is difficult to address many of the issues raised in the Inquiry in the context 
of real world examples. Irrespective, the Leq’a’:mel First Nation wish to move forward on the 
basis of their right of self-determination and to create economic opportunities. In their own words 
they are: 
 

“… encouraged by the new Declaration of Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act and the 
Government’s intent to “… help create more opportunities for Indigenous peoples, families 
businesses and communities in B.C. It aims to establish a more secure, predictable and 
collaborative path forward – which will help develop B.C.’s economy and create good 
jobs, and protect Indigenous rights and the environment.” 

 
F. Westbank First Nation 

 
Given that the Westbank First Nation already has a well-established system of self-government 
that applies to non-First Nation members living on, or having an interest in Westbank Lands, the 
Collective First Nations have no specific Comments on the Westbank submissions other than it 
agrees that7: 
 

“… the BCUC should allow for the possibility of the jurisdiction extending beyond the 
reserve boundaries of the First Nation and into its traditional territories.”  

 
In the case of modern treaties, the utilities should be able to operate outside settlement lands 
within their territories. 
 

                                                 
7 WFN Comments on Draft Report, page 1 
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The Westbank First Nation is a good example of a First Nation working with non-members with 
good governance in providing services and inclusion in a governance model. They do not treat 
their members or non-members in an unfair manner. 
 

G. Commercial Energy Customers 
 
Generally, the Commercial Energy Customers submissions are too aligned with traditional public 
utility oversight. First Nation Utilities need room to grow in their own way before the application 
of this oversight should even be thought about. 
 

H. Coastal First Nations – Great Bear Initiative 
 
The Collective First Nations support the Coastal First Nations – Great Bear Initiative (“Coastal 
First Nations”) submission8 that: 
 

“… the Commission has drawn too narrow a set of recommendations in its Draft Report, 
given the breadth of issues arising from the Terms of Reference and the evidence adduced 
in this inquiry. In particular, the Commission’s recommendations are not responsive to the 
strong message delivered throughout this inquiry: that as part of the reconciliation 
process, First Nations are looking for productive ways to enhance their participation in 
the energy sector, and that achieving that result will require both policy and regulatory 
changes.” 

 
As noted elsewhere in the Comments, the regulatory requirements for First Nation Utilities are 
being measured against traditional utility oversight. This oversight may work for well-established 
public utilities but it is excessive in relation to nascent First Nation Utilities and the need for 
reconciliation, the First Nation right to self-determination and the need to create economic 
opportunities. Conservatism needs to be replaced with a more liberal approach that recognizes that 
there will be some mistakes.  But this risk is commensurate with the rewards. 
 
The Collective First Nations also support the Coastal First Nations response to the question: 
  

“How and the extent to which the Implementation of the Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples Act should impact the BCUCs recommendations?” 

 
As clearly laid out by the Coastal First Nations: 
 

“Section 2 of the Terms of Reference for this Inquiry make clear that this Inquiry is being 
held in response to a referral to the Commission, by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, 
(“LGIC”) under section 5(1) of the UCA. 

 
That section reads: “On the request of the Lieutenant Governor in Council, it is the duty 
of the commission to advise the Lieutenant Governor in Council on any matter, whether or 
not it is a matter in respect of which the commission otherwise has jurisdiction.” (emphasis 
added)” 

                                                 
8 CFN-GBI Comments on Draft Report dated March 6, 2020, page 2 
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The jurisdiction of the BCUC to make Recommendations is not constrained in the manner 
described by BC Hydro9. 
 
As many remaining submissions10 of the Coastal First Nations and the Collective First Nations are 
similar, no additional Comments are necessary. 
 

I. Nisga’a Nation 
 
Given the unique nature of the Nisga’a Final Agreement, the Collective First Nations have no 
Comments on the Nisg’a submissions. 
 

J. First Nations Leadership Council 
 
The only Comment that the Collective First Nations have on the First Nations Leadership 
Council’s submissions is that while the concept of an independent Indigenous Utilities 
Commission may have merit in the future, there is presently no need for it.  First Nations need to 
be able to establish their utilities, put them into operating and then address what other needs they 
have.  
 

K. BC Hydro 
 
BC Hydro professes support for reconciliation, self-determination and economic opportunities for 
First Nations. However, a detailed read of its comments reveals that this support is subject to an 
implied caveat that there be little or no impact on BC Hydro. This is not a recipe for the success 
of First Nations Utilities. They need the room for formation and growth.  
  
BC Hydro unilaterally and indefinitely suspended the Standard Offer Program and micro standing 
offer program without consultation with First Nations despite the intent of the Clean Energy Act. 
The rationale was that BC Hydro was purchasing high cost electricity that it did not need. Yet this 
public utility continued to proceed with Site C that by any normal financial analysis will produce 
electricity at a higher cost than the Standard Offer and micro hydro programs. There was no plan 
to sell the output of Site C domestically even though the generation cannot be brought into 
commercial operation on an incremental basis. The fallback was to sell it into the U.S. spot market, 
at a loss.  
  
BC Hydro overlooks its history as it was self-regulated during its formative years but is not in 
favour of First Nation Utilities having the same opportunity.  
 
Its approach is that of a monopoly or monopsony and in this context, is understandable. However 
it also a crown corporation. 

                                                 
9 Exhibit C2-7, page 10 
10 CFN-GBI Comments on Draft Report dated March 6, 2020 and Reply Comments dated March 23, 2020 
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As such, BC Hydro must as a requirement of government policy and law, and in particular 
the Declaration of Indigenous Rights Act and the 10 Draft Principles to Guide the Province’s 
Relationship with Indigenous Peoples11, find economic opportunities for First Nations. Including 
First Nations led economic development such as the use of their own lands and resources, 
reconciliation and actually implementing all the requirements of UNDRIP.  This document 
includes many articles that apply to economic development, use and management and ownership 
of resources, and the First Nation right to its own development.  
 

L. Fortis 
 
Fortis’ comments are very similar to BC Hydro’s - which is not surprising. It is also an 
incumbent monopoly/monopsony with a self-interest to protect. 
 
Fortis appears  to be in favour of self-regulated First Nations Utilities provided the existing 
regulatory framework in the Utilities Commission Act is not relaxed too much. How this 
“nibbling at the edges” approach is consistent with reconciliation, self-determination and the 
creation of economic opportunities for First Nations is a question that is not answered. 
 
Fortis overlooks its history as its Lower Mainland Gas Division was self-regulated during its 
formative years but is not in favour of First Nation Utilities having the same opportunity.  
 
First Nation Utilities are not an immediate threat to the existence of Fortis. Technological change 
e.g. distributive generation in the case of electricity and the need for greenhouse gas reduction in 
the case of the distribution of natural gas are bigger threats to its traditional way of doing 
business. Any threat from First Nation Utilities has to be put into proper perspective. Change is 
coming to Fortis’ traditional way of doing business and whether it comes from some competition 
from First Nations Utilities or from some other sources makes no difference. The existence of 
service territories12, exclusive or otherwise is not going to hold it back. 
 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
 
 

                                                 
11 E.g. Principle 8 
12In Exhibit C4-10 Fortis provides an explanation of the “said area” which presumably is its service territory. It is 
“all areas within 150 miles” of Rossland. It does not appear to be an exclusive service territory e.g.  Revelstoke and 
Cranbrook are less than 150 miles from Rossland and are served by BC Hydro. 




